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1. Introduction

The annihilation of charmonium or Ъ-quarkonium С-even le-

vels into two photons reveals heavy quark dynamics both at

small and large distances.

The first estimates of two-photon widths have been obtained

by means of quarkonium nonrelativistic models (see, e.g. de-

tailed discussion in [1] }. Reliable calculation of these

widths may be carried out by means of QCD sum rules [1,2] . In

this way r\ ~~ 2y width [3,4] as well as %
eQ
 -•*- 2y width

[5«6] were estimated taking into account the leading nonpertur-

bative effects. While data on both widths are not stable yet,

there exist two independent measurements of tensor chaxmonium

width X
c g
 —*- 2j [7,8] giving close results although with

large errors (see Table 1). It is interesting to test the re-

liability of QCD sum rules for this decay.

In this paper we shall calculate X
c2
"-" 2y width taking

into account gluon condensate contribution. The result obtained

without any new parameter turns out to agree with experimental

values (see Table 1).



Two-photon widths of Ъ-quaxkonium atill have not been

measured. This problem is for future experiments in photon-

photon collisions as well as for proposed B-factories. Unfor-

tunately,, standard QCD sum rules are not applicable for b-

quarkonium. Nevertheless, as it will be demonstrated in the se-

cond part of this paper, the
 T
|g~*2Y' width may be reliably es-

timated due tc the experimental information about S-wave b-

quarkoniura spectrum (i.e. Y* -resonances),

2. %
cZ
 — Z% Decay

Following the method suggested in [1] consider three-

current correlator

K
2
) = (dxdyexp [t(K,* + к

(1)

quark current ( J
 =

 2. ) -vith momentum <̂  - Kt
 +
 Kg ;

the electromagnetic

current corresponding to t'.-e photon emisaion with momentum к,

or К
г
 ( Kj« K| = 0 ).

^
C
2 "*" 2 ^ decay is determined by two invariant ampli-

tudes. The kinematical structures of correlator (1) may be

clioepn in the following form:
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where 6
1
 , £g &re photon polarisation vectors, X\o~ ia

Х
С
2 wave function. The reoaining otruoturea in (1) are

ineeeential for decay width, since they disappear if multiplied

by wave functions.

In the region fj « 4 m
c
 the correlator (1) may be pre-

sented as a sum of QG'D diagrams: eimple triangle loop (Fig,1a)

and leading 0(°^s) corrections. The pertiurbative corrections

are given by Fig.1b diagrams. Leading nonperturbative correc-

tions 'vo£s<G > are determined by Pig. 1c,d diagrams, i.e. by

virtual c-quark interaction with vacuum gluon condensate.

It is convenient to present the contribution of triangle

loop into invariant amplitudes Д<д,§
 i a

 *
п е
 form of disper-

sion integral;
 o

1 f ImA
a
,gCs)ds

j

O)

where V *



The bare loop contribution considered in [1] (with slightly

different choice of invariant amplitudes) is insufficient for

reliable calculation of the width. First of all it is necessary

to calculate gluon condensate contribution into (1).

The most convenient way to do this calculation ia to use

the fixed point gauge for the vacuum gluon field: X» fiu * 0

In our case this gauge essentially simplifies the problem.

Really, the jjvp current oontains derivative. Therefore,

gauge invariance implies that besides Fig*1c diagrams with two

gluon insertions into c-quark line we have to consider also

Fig.Ul diagrams where one of the gluons is emitted in 2+-vertex.

Nevertheless, if £ «0 point is chosen in this vertex, these

diagrams have zero contribution, since in the fixed point

gauge Яр (Я) e ~£ Яр Gp^(0) + ... . The layout of calculations

of remaining six diagrams of Pig.1b coincides with 0~
+
 ,

0
+ +
 -*• 2y oases considered earlier [3-6] . At the same time

the calculations here are technically much more complicated.

Ve have carried out these calculations by means of "REDUCE"

program.

The answer for gluon condensate contribution into both am-

plitudes (2) have been obtained In the form of double Integral

having the following structure:

6
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where -A- , ya. are integer numbers > 0 , <r=~q~

Gj,tf | 0 > ( 4 m e ) " i s dimensionlese gluon condensate density,



g ere some polynomiale over X , у < The explicit form

at the answer (4) cover more than two pages emu we shall not

write it down. Using direct transition to numerical calculation

inside the "REDUCE" program and doing numerical integration

over X , у it is possible to calculate the amplitudes ь*а,§
2 2

and all their derivatives over q at arbitrary value ol q .

For completeness we ought to calculate also the perturba-

tive 0(<*s) diagram contributions (Pig. 1b). However, calcula-

tion of these two-loop diagrams is enormously difficult and we

postpone it until two-photon width data are improved. In this

case "precision" calculations in QCD will be really needed.

As it will be evident from further discussion neglecting

0(<*в) correction leads to 4 10% uncertainty in the final

result.

To obtain sum rules we need also physical dispersion re-

presentation for correlator (1). The lowest state thet contri-

butes into the imaginary part of correlator (1) is X
c
g (3550)

resonance.

The resonance contribution into (1) is

rea _ <0UAi>l*t><XtlJj.Jv|O> (5)

where the coupling constant < 0 { jap | X
2
 > = 2хг

т
*г *«*р

may be independently extracted from sum rules [9] for two

current correlator < }
Л
р jji'p' > •

The matrix element 6j« Q^ <Xa| jju Jv \® У is given by

the same expression (2) where <} = ГГ>х
г
 • Instead of А

а
,& the

invariant dimenaior.i<>«« amplitudes of Я
С
2~*" %•% decay must be



written;

In terms of these amplitudes the width is expressed as

follows ; ,

(б)

Equating the physical representation of correlator (1) to

its QCD representation

we obtain for each amplitude A
a
gan approximate relation valid
' 2 / 2

in the region cf small distance* -°°4.с^ « » f n
c
 . Differen-

o
tiating both sides of this equation n times over q et some

5
value of q inside this region, we obtain moments of sum .files

tor physical amplitudes Я
а
^

2
The simplest expression for sura rules is at q «0. At this

point all integrals are solved analytically and the final form

for n > 3 is aa follows:

) „i



where coefficients

C e n = 2 ( n 6 + I 7 n 5 + 120п*+474гг3+

• ЮбЗп + 383)(п+1)/(гпг+5п +4)(ггг + 5)(n+ 3)

Cgrl= (4n5+ 68n 4 + 426n5+ 13t7n2 + 2f27n +

are obtained differentiating (5) at q*~=0. 6 ^ and 6g
n
 are

corrections taking into account the contribution of higher

physical 2
+ +
 -states, The standard way [1] to estimate these

corrections is to replace the contribution of higher states by

triangle loop dispersion integral (3) over the interval

Se< S < °° . The continuum threshold S
o
 ia not an independ-

ent parameter and is naturally determined (as well as the

coupling constant Q^ ) from stun rules for two-current corre-

later О л р Jap ̂  •
 T h e s e

 lest sum rules at q »0 are [1J :

(9)

The coefficients §
n
 have been calculated in [9] :

5
n̂
 are. higher state corrections analogous to S

an
 , Sg

n
. .

To improve the sum rules (7) it ia convenient to divide it

by the corresponding two-current correlator sum rules, i.e.

by (9) (•••. *.в* Гб] ).



In the resulting ratio the dependence on the c-quark cur-

rent quark mass almost disappears. At the same time there is

mutual cancellation of QCD corrections and the set of applicable

moments enlarges. Recall that in the case of n —~Zt two-

photon amplitude [3,5] this procedure leads to perturbative

oC
s
 -correction 4 5% in those moments which are used to esti-

mate this amplitude. Note that the leading Coulomb contribution

(Pig.1b diagram) being universal, is cancelled

in the ratio of sum rules (7) and (9).

Actually, the q »0 point ia not very useful for the numeri-

cal analysis of sum rules for P-wave currents as it was noticed

earlier in [9] . The reason is that the coefficients (8) de-
p

termining gluon correction at q =0 increase too fast with n

although the asymptotics of these coefficients is usually ~ a .

Similarly to the scalar charmonium case X
c 0
 -*• Z% considered

in [6] the optimal point is о = - 4 m
c
 . In this point at

4 •£ n < 6 both the gluon correction and continuum contribution

are small enough. The values of Q, and Sr are fixed from

the' зит rules (9):

jCj I « 0.118 , /il» 4 GeV.

Following [2,5] we choose m
c
(Q

 г
 = -4т^)»Ь25 GeV and

»(1.7+0„3)* 10"-̂ . The resulting values of amplitudes are

з7

Я
в
( Х

с г
— г*)- -0.13

According to Kq.(7.) these values correspond to the width

10



Г(Х
с2
-*£#)«» 2.35 keV (+10J6).

In parentheses the estimated uncertainty of the width ie

given. The obtained results agree with data of Ref, [7,8] (see

Table 1) within theoretical uncertainties and experimental

errors.

More precise amplitudes may be calculated if total two-loop

oCs -corrections as well as next order power terms ** < G >

are taken into account. Aa in the case of QED further compli-

cated calculations are justified if experimental data are

substantially improved.

3.

The lightest b-quarkonium level ?]g(0~ ) still has not

been observed» 4e~" ̂ # is one of the modes that will allow

to identify T}e in future experiments. Is it possible to apply

QCD sum rules fcr this decay?

In b-quarkonium the gluon condensate interactions are ne-

gligibly small and perturbative gluon exchanges dominate. At

large numbers of moments when lowest bb-resonance contribution

dominates, we are to sum up all higher o£e -corrections. This

procedure is possible only in nonrelativiatic Coulomb limit [10J .

The first order in cCs (Fig.1b diagrams) is enough only at

n 4 10 where lowest resonance dominance is almost absent.

At the same time we have experimental information about

five Y*-resonances located higher than the lowest one -

Y(9460). Using these data, a few problems have been solved

with first ten moments of sum rules in hand. For example,

11



in [9] the maae difference ГПу-ГПги» 60 MeV has been pre-

dicted. In [11] the widths r - * a ^ , Y"-*-Hy have been esti-

mated, where a(H) is the light peeudoscalex (scalar) particle

of axLon (Higga boson) type. In the same way we shall evaluate

the f}g-* 2% width.

First, it is natural to assume that the spectrum of 0~*

«xcited states in b-quarkonium is similar to 1 -spectrum. In

ath*r worde, every Y"'-resonance has its f]« -partner so that

~in (ID
Sr

wher« 0 - ( Q r ) i s the coupling constant < 0 | j s j l l g >

Sum rules for the amplitude Цa ~*~ 2у coincide with those

considered in [3-5] for Ц
с
~~2% decay. Their derivation is

analogous to the case considered above and is based on the same

three-current correlator (Pig.1a,b diagrams) where the q vertex

^ т
р с
- n~

+

now has J - U :

(12)

\dxdy ехр[-Цк,а-+ к

The imaginary part of A$ in order

where rUg i s b-quark m&se normalised "on mass shell":

12



[11

2

The dots in the r.h.s. of (13) denote terms ~ V, U"
7
... that

have Ьзеа neglected, since their contribution into the moments

at high n are negligible due .to the weight in dispersion in-

tegrals ~ d s / s
n + 1

 (or Vdir(1-tr
a
/'"

1
). We have fitted the

coefficient 0 using the results [12] of oC
6
 -correction

•j

calculation for the triangle amplitude corresponding to

jr/if/-* T|
c
y decay. In the particular case of zero mase in

vector vertex this amplitude coincides with (12). The obtained

value £ • -0.89 (see [11] where the fitting procedure is

described in detail).

Differentiating the amplitude (13) over q at q^O we ob-

tain the moments of sum rules:

(14)
ч

е
 *ч

-corrections both from (13) and from b-quark ппwhere

normalization are included into d
n
 , S

S n
 is the contribu-

tion of continuum located higher than

The amplitude

TJ- -resonances.

determines the width

13



Following [11] we also assume that

This equation is valid in arbitrary nonrelativistic model

of b-quarkonium, since both sides of it are proportional to the

same ratio of S-wave functions in the origin R
s
(0)/ R

s
[0)

At the same time it is evident that gluon or relativist!с

effects cannot influence (15) substantially.

Dividing moments (14) by the corresponding momenta of

two-current correlator sum rules [2,9] :

we obtain taking into account (11) and (15)

where the factor

is close to unity and is calculated by means of experimental

data [13] .

All parameters entering the r.h.s. of (17) are known from

14



the analysis of sum rules for the coupling constant Q
v
 [5»H]

or

In particular, at oC
s
(m^) » 0.15» nig» 4.21 GeV, ^ »

• 11.3 GeV these last sum rules reproduce very stable value of

in the whole interval 2 4 a 4 9 .

The Q« constant ie fixed by the ratio of sum rules for

two two-current correlators. The resonance factor drops out

from this ratio:

The numerical analysis of (17) and (18) gives in the whole

interval 3 < n < 9 :

„э.
в1
 (•O.QD, ^ t _ . 1.11 (+0.01)э ( D , ^

Sit ' Jr
For these moments both the higher state contribution and <*

3
 -

corrections are less than 10% (due to cancellation ot order of

20 т 30 % contributions from numerators and denominators).

Excluding Q- by means ot (18) we finally obtain

As it was expected, the ratio Г(1]
§
-- 2&)/r(T — /»*/«") is

very close to its nonrelativistic limit 3Qg although it wan

obtained in an independent way. We underline that 4CD sum rules

reproduce both widths entering (19) separately.



4. Conclusion

The obtained results allow to disouss the status of two

photon widths as well as all related quarkonium annihilation

widths in nonrelativistic approach.

The most general predictions concern the ratios of widths

determined by the ratios of wave functions in the origin. Thus

in arbitrary nonrelativistic model

e
 J5__ (20)

4

(see, e.g. [1] ). More or less definite are oC
a
-corrections

to these ratios. In particular, the correction factor to the

r.h.s. of (20) is equal [15] to (1 + 5.5 j p ) г 1.35 at

c(
s
(rn

c
) в 0.2. Relativistic corrections are model-dependent

(see, e.g. [16] , where corrections to the ratio Г(Т/Ч>—' H$J

r(J/T~*J
u +
J

u
") turn out to be essential). The question

open is whether there is interference between relativistic and

о(
э
 -corrections.

Returning to the ratio (20) we see that it substantially

differs from QCD prediction 3.0 +0.4 keV / 2.35 + 0.2 keV,

Possibly, (20) already contradicts experiment if we take seri-

ously the only measurement [20] of X
e
-*-2$ width (see Table 1).

Note that oC
6
 -correction increases this deviation!

In the case of b-quarkonium the situation with QCD sum

rules is closer to the nonrelativistic limit as demonstrated

above. o6
s
 -correction factor is small here: 36g is to be

multiplied by 1 + 1.96 ^~ ~
 1

«°9 *t ^sC^g) " °'
7 5
*

16



Even larger is the discrepancy between QCD sum rules and

nonrelativistic potential in the case of two photon widths

taken separately. For example, phenomenologioal potentials

that nicely reproduce both f and X levels give Г(*г~"2у)

in the interval 0.5 f 1*0 keV (see, e.g. [17] ).

The question cf what is the °C$ -correction to the indi-

vidual annihilation width remains unresolved in nonrelativistic

approach for both её and bb-etatee.

At the sen» time we have been convinced that charraonium

two-photon widths may be safely calculated from QCD sum rules

with controllable accuracy in aC
a
 and in purely relativistic

invariant way. FOP b-quarkonlum this method is applicable if

experimental information on spectrum of levels is available.

The authors are grateful to I,G. Aanauryan and s.G. Mati-

nyan for valuable discussions.



Table 1. Charmonium two-photon widths

Вбсау mode Prediction
QCD

4.6

3.7

3.0

2.35

а гни

(ке1

±

+

+

+

0

0.

0 .

0 .

I Of

rules
Ю

.4

5

4

г

сзз

[5]

4.

4.

6

<.

4

2 ,

2 .

2 .

experiment

+5
.5

-3

+3
3

- 3

+6

-5

20

+ 2 j

+1.
9

8 + 2

86 +

(keV)

.5

.6

.4
+ 2.4

.7

: 2

3
+ 1.7

0

.0

1.6

[193

[ 7 ]

[13]

[7]

• [8]

C7J

[133
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Figure Captions

Pig.1. a) Diagram corresponding to three-current

correlator in zero order in oC
s
 ; b) one of

the diagrams of Ofaa) pcrturbative correctiona;

c,d) examples of diagrams corresponding to the

interaction with gluon condensate.
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